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I 
The two groups were originally installed at the Urfa TEK power plant and I 

later at Malatya,  and were transferred to Van late in 1975 (start-up March 1976). 

Group No.  4 with Deutz engine Serial No.  4.530.756 is owned by TEK and rented 

by the cement plant. 

Characteristics:    Eight  cylinders,   four-stroke cycle,  direct injection, I 

pressure intake air charging by exhaust gas turbocharger Brown-Boveri 

VTR 320 and aftercooling by Deutz heat exchanger. 

Fueling:    diesel oil with dual cartridge-type filters,  gear-type fuel 

pump. 

Dual water-cooling system:    raw water with external rain-type cooling 

tower and separate electrically driven centrifugal booster pump;    circulating 

water system with Deutz heat  exchanger and gear-driven engine-mounted 

centrifugal pump. 

Lubrication through single-stage crankshaft-driven gear pump with dual 

element filters and Deutz cooler in the circulating water system. • 

Lubricant used:    Mobil Delvac H30 MIL 12104 B - conventional camshaft 

drive and valve arrangement.    Two-valve cylinder heads. 

Deutz single-case injection pump,  gear-driven through transmission shaft. 

Starting by compressed air. 

Controlled by flyweight mechanical Deutz speed governor with Qarbe-Lahmeyer 

electrical control motor and magnetic shutdown.    Automatic safety switches 

to prevent  inadequate engine-oil pressure,  excessive cylinder-head water 

temperature and overspr-ed. 

Brown-Boveri mesh-type air cleaner mounted on the turbocharger and aspirating 

inside the room. 

Alternator:    Siemens Schuchertwerke VPM 490/I5-I4,   seven poles,   65O V, 

120 A,   1310 kVA directly coupled with one on-line and one gear-driven VDP 

530/66 Siemens 93V I65A exciters. 

Main auxiliary facilities for serving Ruston and Deutz engines 

Three heavy-fuel heaters for Ruston engines, with independent electrically 

driven transfer pumps and burners. 

Two Alfa-Laval centrifugal purifiers for heavy fuel. ¡1 
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Compressed air system for engine starting with four high-pressure con- 

tainers, electrically driven compressor and diesel-driven emergency compressor 

in case of power failure. 

Machinery-room ventilation with horizontal shaft centrifugal blower 

directly coupled to an electric motor, mesh-type inlet air cleaner and sheet- 

metal air ducts. 

Under-floor high voltage and control wiring. Separate electrical control 

room with switchboard and instrumentation for remote control. 

Tooling and repair area, overhead 6-ton electrically operated bridge 

crane. 

Conditions of the machinery 

A. aroup 1 - Huston engine 9ATC Serial No. 5479/0600-/1. 

Completely stripped down after torsional breakage of the crankshaft at 

crankpin of cylinder No. 6. 

Engine sump (bedplate) fatigue-cracked at several points along the intake 

and exhaust sides. Salvaged through welding and resurfacing. 

Turbocharger inlet and exhaust casings cracked. Rotor bearings seized. 

Compressor and turbine blades damaged. 

Crankshaft main bearing supports on crankcase damaged by the crankshaft 

breakage. Realignment job being carried out at an Istanbul shipyard through 

reaming and resurfacing. 

Viscous torsional vibration damper ineffective owing to gelled fluid. 

Electrical alternator and exciter completely stripped down. 

Foundation concrete block requires checking to ensure that it is firmly 

anchored to the floor. 

The complete rebuilding of this unit can be made only after the arrival 

of several new spare parts. Expected arrival: spring 1977 at earliest. 

Group 2 - Huston engine 9ATC Serial No. 5479/0600/2 

Still in service. 

Excessive crankcase blow-by and oil consumption. Reduced output and 

black exhaust smoke indicate worn piston, rings and liners. Crankshaft journals 
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and crankpins worn out beyond limits. Remetalization and regrinding required. 

Job to be carried out in the Netherlands. 

Low camshaft oil pressure due to excessive bearing clearance consequent 

to wear. 

Bigine sump (bedplate) fatigue-cracked at several points along the intake 

and exhaust sides. Welding and resurfacing required, 

Turbocharger temporarily field-fixed with locally made shaft. Heavy 

leakage. Overhaul urgently needed. 

Viscous torsional vibration damper of dubious effectiveness. Overhaul 

required. 

Electric alternator and exciter clogged with cement dust and o?1 moisture. 

Foundation concrete block vibrating heavily. Apparently loose from the 

floor. 

Engine and alternator safety automatic shutdown devices ineffective or 

missing. 

Consistent fuel, lubricating oil, cooling water and exhaust smoke leaks 

at various locations. 

Instrumentation partially out of order. 

This group has accumulated a great many hours of operation (no details 

available) since the last general overhaul. 

The conditions of the unit are extremely insecure and failures may occur at 

any time. Complete rebuilding is required. Best estimate for full operating 

capability: late summer or autumn 1977 if all spare parts are ordered 

immediately. 

Oroup 3 - Huston engine 9ATC Serial No. 5479/06OO/3 

Completely stripped down after crankshaft failure with crankpin of cylinde: 

No, 5 cracked. Crankshaft currently in the Netherlands for remetalization and 

regrinding. 

Engine sump (bedplate) fatigue-cracked at several points along the intake 

and exhaust sides. Salvaged through welding and resurfacing. 

Turbocharger requires complete overhaul. 
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Crankshaft main bearing supports on crankcase already realigned through 
reaming and resurfacing. 

Viscous torsional vibration damper ineffective owing to gelled fluid. 

Electrical alternator and exciter completely stripped down. 

Foundation concrete block requires checks to ensure it  is firmly anchored 
to the floor. 

The complete rebuilding of this unit can be made only after the arrival 
of the new or application  of reconditioned spare  parts. 

Expected arrival:    late summer I977 at earliest. 

B.    aroup 4 - Deutz engine BV8M545 Serial No.  4.530.756 

In service after field repairs to the alternator stator windings.     Top 
overhaul carried out during the mission. 

The failure in the Siemens alternator - short  circuit between two phases 
- was due to  cement dust and oil vapours. 

This group is operating in relatively good condition except  for incorrect 

fuel injection pressure pipes to the injectors;    worn-out  lubricating oil 

pump;    partially inoperative instrumentation;    ineffective automatic safety 

shutdown devices and dust-clogged turbocharger air cleaner.    Loose foundation 
stud bolts were tightened during the mission. 

0rouP *> - Deutz engine BV8M545 Serial No.  4.530.757 

In service.    Minor repairs carried out during the mission. 

This group is operating in relatively good condition except for incorrect 

fuel  injection pressure pipes to the injectors;     fuel leakages from the 

injection pump;    partially inoperative instrumentation;    electrical alternator 

and exciter clogged with cement dust;    exhaust pipe incorrectly supported with 

excessive vibrations that may damage the turbocharger5    air cleaner clogged 

with cement dust;    lubricating oil leaking from crankshaft oil catcher. 

Loose foundation studbolts were tightened during the mission.    Concrete block 

to be checked and stud anchoring system to be improved. 

Ineffective automatic safety shutdown devices. 
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Auxiliary e<juipn»»r,+ 

Cooling-»ater to„ers, Pipin,, „lïMi bo08ter 

carbonate deposits.    Severe leaks. 

External oil bath inlet air cleaners for groups 1, 2,  3 coated with 
cedent dust and oil,    in evident need of cieaning and „^ 

Engine-roo. ventilation svstea out of operation.    Electric driving 

-or „seing,   air duct dismantled,    im,t air filter cloggsd with oI„, 

Heavy fuel heaters for groups 1, 2,  3, piping, valves,  booster PMps 
clogged with fuel sludge.    Severe leaks. 

sinoT"•1 °0ntri^1 PUrlfler8 °Ut °f °rder-    * "*» «» -W. since the parts are not available „or on order. 

Output and power supply 

Van lies 1,750 m above sea level:      the «.r^,• „ 
0 

a iOVB1»      íne maximum summer temperature is 
a.Tove 35 C. 

According to DIB (Won. Indurtrl-K,,.) rating 6270 •.l.i.tur«.t,grlff. 

0 h     T VerbrlU0h8MeSb8- -~—. the dsrating coTfioU t 

0   2    Vat"' T " °-73 -o0'76' " Ml"'d <° «» ~^— «-»«I«. of 280 . above ... x.vel and 2o°c, which are 8tandird f„ io 

L. above co.ffioi.nt  is valid, assu.i„g a tanica! .mol.ncy of 0.8 

»... «th th. „achinerv in top condition.    *, correction for humdi.v is 
required. J 

in-tan-HT a<!0,Pt',,0, °ertifl<!'t" "»" * *<-* for ,h. .„gin.. 

1 P LticT'        " U"d M * *"*' f0r 0*l0Ul"ln« ~    *«». *» 
til ^ *** lnt° • th' -*— "^ —PI t. 

by th. ,a»uf.ctur.r., « tht d.t.rioration, th. »xi»•, output can b. e.,i 
»t.d at ,00 kK for th. «uaton and 600 k„ for th. „ut. unit.. 

3,900 w i„ th. id«! condition in which .11 group, ar. op.ra.ing « th.ir 

T;^r-b ? ••c,iM' °f th- —• "-* - - ** *« - of 3,000-4,500 kW, broken down as follows (kW): 
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Crusher and raw material mill 

Cement oven 

Clinker mill 

Accessories and ancillarí'es 

1,500-1,650 

5OO-    600 

1,500-1,650 

300-    600 

3,800-4,500 

The factory is thu3 underpowered by 600 kW,  even  in the   ideal condition 

of having the power station operating at  full capacity.    Therefore,   energy 

has to be obtained from the public TEK network  i i* the  plant   is to be  fully 

operational or if one or more of the diosel-electric groups  is out of service. 

This  is not  always feasible,   since TEK operates only one small hydroelectric 

power plant at Van.    Moreover,  because of the  interconnexion problems in the 

electricity network and the inoperative safety shutdown devices, the 

paralleling of the power station with the TEK distribution system is not 

possible.     The only alternative therefore is to feed the energy from the 

external source into an individual section of the cement plant    that  has been 

disconnected from the rest of the plant.    This  solution would create distur- 

bances and unavoidable power cuts, and the full capacity of the plant would 

seldom be attained. 

To overcome the power shortage, especially since the frequent  failures 

of the diesel-electric machinery had become unacceptable,  two  1,200 kW trailer- 

mounted Kongsberg gas turbine pover plants were transferred by TEK to the 

cement plant early in I976 to provide supplementary power during peak-load 

periods. 

Similar troubles were experienced»     a complete breakdown occurred in one 

of the turbines.     Paruicles of cement dust,  not trapped by the ineffective 

air cleaner,  combined themselves in the combustion chamber with fuel and 

combustion by-products.     Consequently,   hard,   stone-like bullets reached the 

diffuser and the rotor (18,000 rpm) and damaged both parts beyond repair. 

The second gas turbine was still in service at  the time of the mission; 

but, according to two Kongsberg service engineers who  inspected it,   a severe 

failure  is unavoidable  in the very near future.    The power supply at  Van is 

thus heavily deficient,   and the prospects for the immediate  future do not 

look very bright. 
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A solution could be offered by the addition of a 16,000 kW FIAT T016 gas- 

powered turbine unit to the VAN TEK hydroelectric plant (job in progress) or 

by the planned completion of the interconnecting loop of the whole Turkish 

electricity network. 

However, winter 1976/77     will slow down or stop the work on these 

projects, for whose completion no target  date has been set. 

Spare parts situation 

The major reason for the power station's unreliability is inefficient 
management of spare parts. 

The cement plant has a spare parts warehouse, in which a limited variety 

of components and replacement parts for the stationary and mobile equipment 

of the whole factory is stockpiled.    The management of the warehouse is minimal; 

no inventory or stock control is maintained beyond the card system for record- 

ing warehouse input-output.    Minimum quantities per item have not been estab- 

lished,    nor have reordering dates been set.    No pending file for incoming 

purchase orders is kept. 

The stock of spare parts for the Huston diesel engines  is currently very 

low both in terms of number of items and of quantities.    There is no guarantee 

of an efficient back-up of the units, especially in the present critical 

situation.    The Deutz engines are not covered by any stock of spare parts, 

with the exception of three sets of Brown-Boveri turbocharger parts and tools 

originally sent along with the engines to Van.    No stock is available for the 

electrical machinery, for the switchboards and transfer gears for the 

accessories or for the auxiliary equipment. 

Any maintenance involving the exchange of components or any unexpected 

failure causes a crisis that inevitably leads to further deterioration of the 

machinery.    No preventive maintenance is performed, while damaged or precarious- 

ly fixed components are reused beyond their allowable wear limits until com- 

pletely destroyed,  which causes damage to other parts.    The result  is an 

impossible workload for the repair team and frequent recurrent power cut-offs 

that  jeopardize the plant's production. 

The procedure for reordering spare parts originates almost inevitably 

from emergencies and triggers off the following lengthy routine: 
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Power station notice to the Van purchasing office 

Request for quotation from Van to the Central Purchasing Department of 
TCS in Ankara 

Pro forma invoice request from TCS to the suppliers in the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland or in the Federal Republic 
of Germany 

Processing and mailing of pro forma invoice from the suppliers to TCS 

Confrontation of pro  forma invoice with the original notice (Ankara to 
Van and back):    amendments,   if required 

Procedure for the opening of letter of credit (L/C) and for the importât io» 
licence initiated by TCS with competent bankers and trade-control 
authorities 

Official purchasing order issued by TCS and covered by L/C in favour 
of the suppliers 

Processing,  expediting and dispatching of orders at the suppliers' 
premises 

Surface transportation to Istanbul 

Customs formalities  in Istanbul 

Road transportation to Van 

According to previous records, the total lead time from the original 

notice to the day the spare parts reach the power station ranges from eight 

months to three years.    Under these circumstances, the groups are kept in 

service thanks to the emergency action of the repair team, with frequent 

stops until major failures put the machinery out of service for months. 

In addition, an internal organizational bottle-neck makes things worse: 

the responsibility for ordering and stocking spare parts is not clearly 

defined.    Orders are placed under the pressure of the power shortage and 

exclusively for the items badly needed for a specific repair.    Thus, the 

repair situation usually has changed by the time a shipment reaches the 

power station.    New failures have resulted in new emergency orders and so on. 

The critical spare parts shortage becomes therefore permanent. 

Conditions of technical aet-up 

Facilities 

As mentioned earlier, the main and auxiliary machinery has deteriorated to 

a dangerous point.    Several factors combine to create a very unfortunate 

situation, among which are the following: 
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(a) Highly polluted environment.    The power station is  located right 
in the centre of the cement  production area.    Highly abrasive  cement and 
clinker dust penetrates into all machinery recesses (diesel engines,  genera- 
tors,   wirings) with consequent  rapid wear and risk of serious  damage,   especial- 
ly short  circuiting in the generator windings and fire owing to a dust-oil 
mixture.     Cement dust and combustible products combine as   solid particles 
at high temperatures,  damaging moving parts, especially   in the turbocharger 
exhaust area.    Scrupulous maintenance and greater care  in planning a generous- 
ly dimensioned power plant  with an efficient spare parts   back-up could have 
offset  the  adverse  conditions.     A contrary situation exists:     maintenance has 
been below normal standards;     power demand has normally  exceeded the planned 
supply;    and the spare parts  have  been kept to a minimum; 

(b) Overloading,     Apparently the derating coefficient  was not  con- 
sidered when operating the  power  station.    The number of  hours  accumulated 
until now by the Ruston units  is   largely below the engine   service  life,   and 
there should be a margin for safe  operation for a good number of years to 
come.     However,  the units have been constantly loaded above  the derating 
limits,  with consequent higher thermal and mechanical stress and unfavourable 
combustion and turbocharging conditions; 

(c) Cannibal i zat ion.     The   regular practice of overcoming a chronical 
spare parts shortage by canni bali zat ion,   i.e. using components salvaged from 
out-of-order units,  has reached the extreme limit;    the  engines are used as 
a source of spare parts instead of power.    Rebuilding therefore becomes ever 
more difficult,  if not impossible«     The solutions adopted  in the past as a 
temporary expedient appear to be   ineffective: 

(i)    The addition of two groups of completely different design 
(Deutz/Siemens)  to the existing ones (Ruston/AEl) would have 
required the establishment of a completely new spare parts store, 
the training of fresh personnel and the procurement of new 
maintenance tooling.    The two engine/generator set-ups have 
very little in common and are dimensioned according to two 
different systems (British and metric).     Not  even basic 
hardware (bolts,  nuts, washers) or standard tools (wrenches, 
pullers) can be applied to both types of machinery; 

(ii)    The fuels for Ruston and Deutz engines are different (heavy 
fuel and diesel oil), which creates double  storage and re- 
fueling problems,   raises operating costs  and makes different 
maintenance procedures necessary; 

(iii)    The operation by TEK of two costly and highly sophisticated 
Kongsberg gas turbines located outdoors   in the dusty    environ- 
ment of the cement  plant, without any spare parts coverage or 
skilled operators  and special repair facilities, appears to be 
technically unsafe.    The gas turbine mobile power units could 
have been located 6 km from the cement  factory,  beside the 
hydroelectric power plant, if some improvements in the 
electrical transfer lines had been effected to supply the 
energy to the cement factory; 

( iv)    The machinery did not deteriorate suddenly:    several warnings 
were given,   including opinions expressed by the Ruston 
engineers visiting the plant (see as an example Ruston letters 
dated I4 March 1975 and 16 November 1972).    Unfortunately, no 
corrective action was taken following the manufacturers' 
recommendat ions . 

I 

M 
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Manpower and methods 

The operators of the power station have not been sufficiently trained, 

especially on Deutz engines and Brown-Boveri turbo chargers.    The  language 

barrier makes impossible a complete understanding of instruction manuals, 

spare parts books and manufacturers1  advice,  given either through letters or 
technical consultations. 

The  lack of a well-defined spare parts purchasing procedure dramatizes any 

minor failure, while the maintenance team is constantly under pressure to make 
hasty emergency repairs. 

The necessity for running the units until they fail has  led to overlooking 

early warning signs (abnormal vibrations,  knocks,  leakages,  smoke,  pressures 
or temperatures beyond limits). 

The routine recording of instrumentation readings has in fact become a 

mere bureaucratic obligation,     and the round-the-clock attendants have not 

been trained to recognize the importance of critical factors as signals of 
abnormal conditions. 

Methods applied during the mission 

Since the problems had been analysed earlier and the duration of the 

mission was short,  the expert tackled the crucial subjects first,   instead of 

simply trying to effect rebuilding jobs,   improvements or modifications to the 

facilities that could not be carried out  efficiently for lack of spare parts, 

tooling,  time and training of personnel. 

On-the-spot training was given to the operators,  especially in trouble- 

shooting,  adjustment, design principles and the characteristics of the Deutz 

engines that are particularly unfamiliar to the Van personnel.    The expert 

carried out a complete leview of the supply of «pare parts and tooling in co- 

opération with the power station foreman, advising and demonstrating the oorreot 

procedures for identifying, ordering, using and administering (see recommenda- 

tions and annexes).    This task is ourrsntly beyond the capabilities of the 

personnel, unless specific intensive training is given to a spare part clerk to be 

selected from among the technical staff of the cement plant.    In meetings with 

the Van management and with TCS in Ankara, the expert placed particular emphasis 

on the gravity of the whole situation.     He gave details illustrating the need 

for prompt decisions and action (see recommendations). 
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II.       RECOMMENDATIONS 

To the plant management; 

A.    For immediate action to maintain present 
conditions and to avoid major breakdown 

The power station runs at present at less than 50JÉ of its full capacity 

rating and the group 2 (Ruston)  is in urgent need of a general overhaul. 

Repair parts (see annexes  II and III) 

Groups 1 and 3 (Ruston), currently out of order, will have to be rebuilt 

as soon as possible with new parts that are on order or being shipped by 

surface. The tabulation in annex II details the status of the various compo- 

nents and the expected date of availability at Van. However, some additional 

vital components were not considered when the orders were placed and some are 

not reusable. 

Recommendat ions 

1. The missing parts should be sent by air freight,   since no rebuilding can 
be completed without them. 

2. The purchasing order for the 12 items urgently needed for contingencies 

(see annex II) should be rushed in view of the suppliers« lead time and the 
currency formalities involved. 

Shutdown safety deviceB 

The present  running conditions of the diesel generator groups are unsafe, 

since all automatic shutdown safety devices are ineffective or discjnnected. 

This applies to the engine's protection against excessive cylinder-head outlet 

water temperature,  low oil pressure and overspeeding as well as to some of the 

electrical relays and switches. 

The emergency spare parts order to Ruston, as seen in annex II, contains 

most of the items (switches,  shutdown solenoids) required to bring the engine 

safety devices back into operation. 

The Deutz devices could not be tested but are apparently in working 

condition    and would need only to be checked and rewired. 

Note;    Even in the case of a future solution to  the power shortage in the 
Van area,  the recommendations would still apply to the power station's diesel 
engines,  irrespective of the destination and use of the machinery. 
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Recommandâtions 

1. A general test of all shutdown safety devices should be carried out to 

avoid the risk of serious failures. 

2. The recommended stocks of spare parts for three years' operation (see 

below) should include whatever safety devices for both engine models are 

required. 

Vj oration dampers 

The crankshaft failures of groups 1 and 3 (Ruston) can be traced to in- 

effective vibration dampers. This has also been confirmed in writing by the 

damper manufacturers, Holset, after their analysis of a sample of the viscosity 

Ojf oil taken from one of the dampers. 

The reinstallation of the vibration dampers in their present condition 

is highly dangerous, since it would: 

(a) Lower the whole spectrum of second-mode torsional vibration 
natural frequencies, allowing some of the resonance critical speeds to come 
too close to the running speed, which occurs because oil in the damper is 
solidified and therefore the ma3S of the free oscillating inner ring is 
solidified with the casing; 

(b) Eliminates the damping effect of the inner ring, which amplifies 
the additional torsional stresses in the crankpins to very dangerous levels, 
with the possibility of crankshaft breakage. 

Recommendation 

The dampers of groups 1 and 3 (and later on of group 2) should be sent to 

Holset for highly specialized overhauling. Two units should be ordered in 

addition to the one already on order (see emergency order to Ruston and letter 

on proposal to Holset in annex II). 

Power output 

Operation of the power station at full capaoity cannot be forecast for 

the near future owing to a combination of factors, among others, the lack of 

repair parts, the unsatisfactory condition* of the groups currently in service 

and the forthcoming major overhauls to be carried out. The most optimistic 

estimation is that a complete overhaul of the five groups and their accessories 

by summer 1977 can be expected, if no major failures occur meantime and if the 

necessary action is taken in due time. 

I 
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Recommendation 

In co-operation with TEK and electrical engineers of the cement plant, 

a solution to the problem of parallel operation of the power station with the 

TEK network should be worked out.    The plant then could be partially supplied 

with power externally while the diesel electric groups are being overhauled 

or maintained.    This  suggestion still requires further investigation by 

electrical experts and cannot therefore be broken down into details in this 
report. 

Engine foundations 

Recommendatione 

1.    Before groups 1  and 3   are rebuilt, and subsequently when the remaining 

three units are overhauled, the engine and generator foundation blocks and the 

studs securing the machinery to them should be checked.    The blocks may have 

to be resurfaced and anchored to the floor and the studs fastened to the con- 
crete foundation. 

2.    Oreat care should be taken during the periodic checking of the stud nut 

torque, «tightening the nuts to avoid engine bedplate cracking and the possibi- 

lity of additional bending stresses in the crankshaft and generator .haft caused 

by the misalignment of the crankoase bearing supports, as ha« happened in the past. 

Repairs to Ruston engine 

The diesel engine of group 2 is in urgent need of a general overhaul. 

Reoomnendation 

Since a general overhaul would require a long power cut-off and the' 

availability of many spare parts, at least a top overhaul   should be carried 

out.    The conditions of the piston rings,  camshaft,  main and connecting rod 
bearings and turbocharger should be cheoked. 

The bedplate shows several oraoks on the intake and exhaust side, while 

the crankpins are worn out beyond the manufacturers' limits. 

Recommendation 

A maintenance stoppage should be planned for this unit for the minimum 

time needed for the most important repairs.     Some of the parts required for 

this operation oould be obtained by using parts removed from groups 1 and 3. 
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If this unavoidable repair  is not  carried out,  major breakdowns are 

almost  certain to occur in the main engine structure,  which would jeopardize 

the power output  for an unpredictable period. 

Maintenance of the Peutz engines 

The stock of Deutz parts is practically nil.     Even the most  simple,   fast- 

moving maintenance  parts are not  available,  and there  is no  indication of 

forthcoming shipments from the manufacturers, 

Recommendat ions 

1. A minimum quantity of replacement  parts must  be on hand in Van,   since the 

prescribed maintenance cannot  be  carried out under the  present  circumstances. 

Included in annex III is a proposal for an emergency order of items to be 

shipped by air freight, 

2. A request  to Deutz for an    updated English version of the spare parts 

catalogues (see annex III)  should be sent by telex.    The catalogues available at 

the power station ar3 in German and cannot  be understood by any of the Van 

personnel.     There is thus a great risk of erroneous ordering. 

B.    Medium-term action 

The recommendations outlined below are  important;     but,   since an order of 

priority has  to be established,  they should be carried out   immediately after 

the emergency actions  listed in A.     They are fundamental  to ensure a continuous 

and reliable  power output. 

Environment 

Recommendat ions 

1. The machinery room openings (doors and windows)  should be kept closed and 

tight.     Double entrance doors for the personnel should be provided to keep out 

dust. 

2. The ventilation system originally provided and currently dismantled should 

be repaired and put back in operation (driving motor missing and air ducts 

removed). 

3. A second ventilator ehould be installed to supply fresh,  filtered air to 

the two Deutz units. 

4. The ventilator inlet filters should be cleaned periodically.    A much better 

solution would be to install self-cleaning, rotary-type inlet screens and to 

build a ventilator chamber. 
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5#    The air pressure in the machinery room should be maintained at slightly 

overpressure,  0.1  - 0,2 atm,   if the ventilation system is properly operating 

and all openings are sealed.    This would certainly prevent dust  from entering, 

since no air stream could penetrate the room except through the filtered 

ventilation system. 

6, The Air-Maze oil bath air cleaners for the three Ruston engines whould be 

relocated inside the machinery room.    The present arrangement (outside and close 

to exhaust mufflers) is inefficient.    Their location inside would provide dual 

filtration.     Sufficient space can be found inside the room in a suitable 

location,  near the compressor side of the turbochargers. 

7, The machinery room   and equipment should be kept clean and the floor 

sprayed periodically with water.     Currently the available space is fully 

occupied by dismantled engine generator parts, and there is slight possibility 

of removing the layer of oement dust and oil that covers everything. 

8, In the service corridors of the machinery room, there should be a 

sufficient number of compressed air and water outlets to reach all areas 

when cleaning the area. 

9, A concrete platform should be built around the external walls of the 

power station (width,  5 m; height,   20 cm) and periodically rinsed with water 

spray to keep dust from entering the room. 

10, Parts removed from the engines or from any machine should be taken outside 

the room, whenever their weight and size allow it, and thoroughly washed and 

cleaned before repair or reassembly.    In this respect an external cleaning 

bay equipped with steam-cleaning equipment,  compressed air,   fuel basin and, 

if possible,  chemical solvents    should be installed. 

11, The maintenance schedule for the air cleaners should be strictly observed 

at the intervals prescribed by the operating instructions. 

Spare parts system 

As outlined earlier, one of the major sources of trouble and equipment 

downtime is the insufficient spare parts coverage.    No improvement in the 

power station's reliability can be expected without a drastic change in the 

situation.    The loss of production caused by the power shortage and the costs 

of the failures resulting from the lack of spare parts largely balance the 

money, time and efforts spent on solving this problem. 
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Re commendation 

A comprehensive spare parts system should be set up for all the machinery 

of the power station and especially for the diesel engines and ancillary 

equipment.    It should cover all aspects - purchase timing and procedures, 

warehousing methods,   inventory control,  reordering and exchange programme. 

The major aspects to be considered are described below. 

Initial stock and inventory control 

In annexes II and III the best estimations are shown for a minimum initial 

stock,  based on the following: 

Information contained in log book 

Maintenance schedules as per inwtructions 

Rate of consumption of parts 

Estimated total reordering lead time 

Frequency of reordering 

The initial stock is just a starting point, and the system should be 

implemented by establishing minimum quantities and reordering points for each 

item to be carried. 

The lists in annexes II and III for Ruston and Deutz engines cover an 

estimate for three years' operation with regular maintenance.    The stock for 

Ruston is divided into two sections: 

Major exchange components for back-up and overhauls (86 items) 

Maintenance wear parts (177 items) 

A similar list has been prepared for Deutz parts for a total of 266 items. 

The acquisition of the above-mentioned parts should be considered separately 

from the emergency orders to be placed immediately for urgent maintenance and 

overhauls for the Ruston and Deutz units.    Parts and tools for Brown-Boveri 

VTR320 turbochargers were not considered part of the initial stock,  since three 

sets originally supplied are still available.    Brown-Boveri sets, however, 

must be included in the reordering system and replenished regularly. 

Purchasing procedures 

Inventory control,  even if carefully established and administered, 

cannot entirely prevent unexpected shortages of parts.    To ensure the operation 

of the power station even under these circumstances, an arrangement with the 

suppliers (Ruston, Deuts,  Holset etc.) should be made whereby they would 

undertake to ship emergency spare parts orders cash on delivery (C.O.D.) or 

< 
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on Open Account  (O/A).     This procedure would make  the  long period  required to 

establish the letter of credit and to  secure the  currency unnecessary. 

Emergency orders  for limited amounts  should,   if  possible,   be placed 

by the  Van plant  for air shipment direct  to the Van airport. 

Standardi zat ion 

In future expansion programmes,   if any,   the  introduction of enginos or 

equipment  of other manufacturers and models should be avoided to  remove the 

need to maintain separate  stocks of spare parts and tooling for each line of 

equipment,  which multiplies  the amount  of money tied up in inventory and 

increases the risk of shortages of parts. 

The initial stock detailed in annexes  II and  III amounts to a total of 

more than 520 line  items for the two makes (Ruston and Deutz).    It  can be 

estimated that 60$ of these would be sufficient with slight  increases  in the 

quantities per item to cover most of the requirements if the five groups were 

of the same model and from a single manufacturer. 

Exchange programme 

Components removed,  as an assembly removed from the engines,   because 

of unexpected failures or for preventive maintenance (e.g.  turbochargers, 

pumps,  dampers,  governors,   injectors)  should be replaced by entirely new or 

rebuilt assemblies  from the stock, while those removed should be rebuilt with 

new parts and kept   in stock for future back-up.     Such a continuous excharge 

programme would ensure faster repairs and better operating conditions,  since 

complete new assemblies would be installed,  and above all it would ease the 

pressure on the parts stock and lessen the risk of long downtimes resulting 

from the lack of minor,  even inexpensive spare parts. 

Such an exchange programme also has the advantage that the rebuilding 

can take place during the spare time of the maintenance team.    Thus, manpower* 

can be used more efficiently.    The rebuilding jobs can be carried out without 

the usual pressure of time connected with failures and will be more accurate. 

Water-cooling system 

The hardness of the water available at  Van for engine cooling is far 

beyond the limits accepted by the manufacturers.     Calcium carbonate deposits 

obstruct all water ducts,  reducing the cooling efficiency and increasing the 

operating temperature with the risk of dodging and abnormal wear. 
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Re 'omni':ti'I il, ion 

P&.'je   112 of Deutz operating  instructions  and  pages   /'-','  (6W)  of  Ruston 

instruction rr, aiu al   ( soo  annexes   H   and   III)   setting down   the  recommended 

pract, ices  for water  sof teninr by   the  uso  of additives;   ( tri natrium  phosphate, 

rain  water ani  others)   should  bo  ¡ tudied and  followed.     The cement   plantfs 

chemical   laboratory  should analyse  samples of the  cooling water periodically 

to  keep  the harineas   and other  fa-'lors   constantly under  control. 

The cooling  towers,   ventilai.crs  and piping,   as  well   is all   inlet   and 

outlet  water  linos,   should be  stripped down and Vept   free of the  heavy 

carbonate deposi ts   that  obstruct   them.     This   job can   be  carried out   in a 

short   time whi le   h*':>  of  the groups are  out of  service   and extended   to   the 

remaining units  when  they are  hauled. 

Operating schedule  and output 

Recommenda t iom 

1. Even after complete rebuilding of the five diesel-generator grouj,3,  only 

four groups should  be kept   in continuous operation.     The fifth should   be kept 

as a stand-by for emergencies or for periodic preventive maintenance.     Por all 

practical purposes,   therefore,   the  capacity of the  power station should not 

exceed 3,000 -   3,300 kW    (due  to  the  stand-by unit.) 

2. The  permanent   interconnexion    wi ;h  external power sources (mobile  gas 

turbine power plant  or external network feeding)  is  necessary,  and plans 

should be worked  out   in this respect  with TEX,  unless  there are prospects for 

expanding the  power station by at  least  two other diesel-powered units. 

Tooling and maintenance 

Tooling 

Ruston engine  dimensions  are  British while the  Deutz ones are  metric. 

Different  sets of  standard workshop tools have to  be  provided in addition 

to the special equipment for specific overhaul jobs for each engine make. 

The   initial stock of spare parts in the annexes includes the most   important 

Deutz special  tools  that are currently not available at  the power station 

but  are mandatory for the maintenance and repair of the engine and injecting 

systems. 

Recommendat ions 

1.     The tools  listed  in annexes  II and III should  be made available  as  soon 

as  possible. 
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2.    A complet, inventory of all tools available in the workshop should be made. 

They should be classified and items mis»in« or damaged replaced. 

Maintenance 

The maintenance and repair facilities are inadequate.    The service and 
partì literature  is in Bjglish or German and not completely updated. 

Reooamendât ions 

1. The workshop should be relocated to a larger area and the present location 

kept as a tool warehouse.    The new workshop should be easily accessible but 

separate from the machinery room.    Main equipment should include work benches, 

parts stripping area, mobile crane,  injection system test bench,  compressed 

air system, valve grinder, hydraulic press etc.     Space is available on the 
west side of the power station. 

2. All manuals,  the latest versions of which should be purchased from the 

manufacturers,  should be translated into Turkish.    The technical personnel, 

responsible for the operation of the power station,  cannot be expected to 

understand fully the details of correct operating, maintenance and spare parts 
if the language is unknown. 

Personnel training 

The technical skill of the power station operators and maintenance team 
is sufficient. 

However,  some additional    training will be necessary for the power 

station manager and for the foreman of the repair and maintenance group to 

give them a deeper knowledge of the latest techniques for operating and over- 

hauling diesel engines and   of      spare parts control. 

Recosa endat ions 

1. The training should be carried out at the servios training centres of the 

maohinery manufacturers (Huston,  Napier, Deuti). 

2, The operators should be given an "acquaintance course" at one of the most 

•fficiently operated diesel electric power stations of THC or of another 

similar corporation in Turkey. 

To mriDO 

WHO) should provide further support, at least until the power station is 

brought back to its full operating capability,  and a reasonable chance of 

smooth operation and an economical energy supply is ensured. 

I 
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Projects that appear suitable for an efficient back-up of the  Van power 

station and are recommended to UNIDO assistance are described below. 

Fellowship programme 

At  least two of the diesel operators - the power station foreman and his 

assistant  - should be trained at the machinery factories so that  they will 

become acquainted with the design,  operation,  trouble-shooting and maintenance 

of the diesel engines.     Such training is essential for the operators of the 

Deutz units that have been installed recently.    They are not  familiar with the 

Deutz system,  and problems will inevitably occur in the r.ear future as soon 

as major repairs and overhauls become necessary. 

The training itinerary of this fellowship programme should be worked out 

with the service departments of the manufacturers  listed below. 

Klöokner-Humboldt-Deutz AQ 

Cologne,  Federal Republic of Germany 

Two to three weeks of training on Deutz BV8M545 diesel engines  and 

Brown-Boveri VTR320 exhaust gas turbochargers 

Ruaton Diesel Ltd 

Vulcan Works,   Newton-Le-Willows 
Merseyside WA12BRU,  England 

Two weeks of training on Ruaton 9ATC diesel engines 

D.  Napier and Son Ltd 

Turbo Blower Division 
East Lancashire Road 
Liverpool 10,  Bigland 

One week of training on Napier HP300 turbochargers 

When the training programa« íB organized, care should be taken to ensure 

the availability of interpreters,  since the trainers will apeak only Turkish. 

Expert missions 
Diesel 

An associate UNIDO dieael expert ahould be aaaigned to the Van power 

station for a period of at least aix months starting after the arrival of an 



Explanatory notes 

The following abbreviations have been used in this document : 

L/C Letter of credit 

TCS Tù'rkiye Cimento  Sanayii (Turkish Cement  Industry Corporation) 

TEK Turkish Electricity Board 

The designations employed and the presentation of the material in this 

document do not  imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of 

the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any 

country,  territory,  city or area or of its authorities,  or concerning the 

delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. 

Mention of firm names and commercial products does not imply the endorse- 

ment of the United Nations  Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO). 
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adequate stock of apare  parts and tools,  as previously  indicated,   i.e.   in 

April-May    1977 at   the earliest.     A proposed job description is giv< M     b-:l)w. 

Dut ies: 

Qualifi- 
cations: 

To assist and advise the local personnel in carrying out. I in: 
technical tasks as specified in the recommendations to t:i< ¡> 
management  and to TCS. 

To implement the spare parts stock programme, training IT:;J 
personnel  on correct  store administration. 

To establish guidelines for effective maintenance and r^p.-i' r 
procedures. 

High school technician with knowledge of diesel engine cp r 
and repair. Practical professional experience for at lei.it 
years. 

laut 

Languages:    English  and/or German.     Working knowledge of  Turkish would   I 
asset. 

As an alternative,   or in addition to  the associate  expert mission, 

senior diesel expert   should be sent on a two- or three-week mission in   I, 

spring or summer of 1977 to verify the progress made in rebuilding th.* m 

and  in carrying out   the  plan of action detailed in the present report. 

t. ions 
five 

an 

n 'liner.y 

Electrical expert 

Because electrical aspects of the problems encountered at Van aggravate 

the difficulties with the diesel engines, UNIDO assistance in the elorhri^l 

field (power generation,  high-voltage distribution and contal)  is recommended. 

An experienced  power generation expert  should be sent  on a two- or   u,me- 
month mission. 

The start of this mission could be planned in conjunction with the 

mission of an associate diesel expert.     A proposed job description is ffiv.n 

below. 

Duties: 

Qualifi- 
cations: 

To assist the plant's electrical engineers in placing and imole- 

SÄ? SET 
pr°era~f"* -«»—^HÔn-r1' 

To establish procedures of control and maintenance. 

To recommend improvements and modifications of the existing 
facilities. s 

University electrical engineer (high voltage) with at  least 

butionT Pr0fe8S10nal «^rience in power generation and distri- 

Languages:    English and/or German. 
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Annex I 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

Post title: 

Duration: 

Date required: 

Duty station: 

Duties : 

Qualifications: 

Language : 

Background 
information: 

Expert   in Maintenance and.Repair of  Diesel Engines 

One month 

As soon as possible 

Ankara with travel within the country 

The expert will  be attached to the  Government of 
Turkey and will   in close co-operation with the proj ;:t 
manager and  local counterparts advise and assist   in 
planning and executing the main repairs of diesel 
engines and  in  introducing preventive maintenance of the 
same units. 

The expert will also  be expected to  prepare a final 
report,  setting out  the findings of  his mission and 
his recommendations  to the Government  on further actions 
which might  be  taken. 

Mechanical engineer with relevant  experience  in the 
maintenance and  repair of diesel engines. 

English 

The first cement  plant  in Turkey was  set up at  Darica, 
Istanbul,   in  1911» with an annual capacity of 20,000 
tons.     This plant was expanded in  1923.     Other factories 
and expansions  follow, d in the period 1923 to I960 
where  the  installed capacity exceeded 2 mi]lion tons 
per year.    Part icipating in the development and play- 
ing a role of growing  importance since  it3 establish- 
ment  in 1933«   the Tun.ish Cement  Industry Corporation 
has a dominating position in the cement   industry. 
The accelerated development of this   industry is  illus- 
trated by the  rapid doubling of both production and 
consumption.     Prom about 2 million tons in I960, 
4 million was  reached in I966 and 8 million in 1972. 
The rapid growth of the cement industry in the past, 
and projected growth in the future,   combined with the 
introduction of large and sophisticated plants with 
modern process  control equipment,   has not enabled the 
cement  industry to train sufficient  personnel to main- 
tain and use the principles of modern production control 
in the factories.     Process and plants are designed 
abroad and factories are erected and commissioned under 
the supervision of foreign experts.     When local personnel 
continue operation after the guaranteed performance has 
been reached and plants are taken over,  a deteriorating 
performance has  been experienced.     In particular, 
production size and economy have suffered because the 
instrumentation without proper maintenance has failed 
to record important  production parameters.    The results 
have been large,  and incidental variations in production 
increase both fuel consumption and wear on equipment. 
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RUS1 

Annex ] [I 

UNES PON ENG 

Repair parts situation i (major components) 

Part 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 

Days Situation Days Situation Days Situation 

Crankshaft 15 Istanbul ? Remetalli zing 
required 

45 In for 
remetal- 
lizing 

Sump 0 Welded 75 Welding required 
in Istanbul 

0 Welded 

Damper ? To England 
or in order 

? To England or 
in order 

? To England 
or in order 

Turbo 

Crankoase 

Cylinder, 
heads 

Liners 

45 

15 

45 

0 

Parts arriv- 
ing 

Istanbul 
reaming 

Parts 
arriving 

In stook 

•   45 

? 

45 

0 

Parts arriving 

To be cheoked 

To be oheoked 

In stock 

45 

30 

45 

0 

Parts ar- 
riving 

Istanbul 
reaming 

Parts 
arriving 

In stook 
Pistons 45 Arriving ? To be checked 15 Using 

Piston rings 45 Arriving 45 Arriving 45 

salvaged 
parts 

Arriving 
dudgeon pins 
and connect- 
ing rods 

0 In stook 0 In stock 0 In stock 

Bearings 

Camshaft 
bearings 

0 

45 

In stook 

Arriving 

100 

45 

To order (L/C) 

Arriving 

100 

45 

To order 
(L/C) 

Arriving 

Camshaft 
and sprooket 

0 Reusable ? To be oheoked 0 Reusable 

Chain 0 In stook 0 In stock 0 In stook 
Oil pump 

Fuel pumps 

100 

45 

To order 
(L/C) 

Parts 
arriving 

? 

? 

To be oheoked 

To be oheoked 

100 

45 

To order 
(L/C) 

Parts 
arriving 
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Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 
Part 

Days Situation Days Situation Days Situât io] 

Speed 
governor 

0 Reusable 0 Reusable 0 Reusable 

Injectors 100 To order 
(L/C) 

? To be checked 100 To order 
(L/C) 

Water pump 
air starter 

0 Reusable 0 Reusable 0 Reusable 

Exhaust 100 To order 
(L/C) 

100 To order 
(L/C) 

100 To order 
(L/C) 

Inter cooler 0 Reusable ? To be checked 0 Reusable 

Oil pump 100 To order 
(L/C) 

100 To order 
(L/C) 

100 To order 
(L/C) 

Action recommended: 

See order to Ruston 

Letter to Holset 

To:    Ruston Diesels Ltd., England 

Purchase order (air freight) by telex 

Item Part No. Description 

1 9ATM-17210 Vibration damper 

2 9ATCM-30220A Oil pump,  Varley DH.I50 

3 PAT-23015A Injector,  push rod 

4 VLB-974 Injector,  spring 

5 6I/585OIO27 Emergency shutdown solenoid 
24 volts 

6 6I/5844OOI3 Switch,  lubricating oil 
pressure 

7 6I/5844OOO3 Switch, camshaft lubricating 
oil pressure 

8 6I/5844OO73 Switch, water temperature 

9 ATM-66228 Micro-switch,  overspeed 
indioator 

10 I8AT-42O59 Coupling, driven half 

11 ATX-3OO46A Coupling, centre 

12 APC-3I328B Coupling, driver half 

Total 

Quantity 

2 

1 

9 
9 
3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

-à 
45 

Note:    Spare part« for engines type 9ATC Serial Nos. 547 /06OO/I and /3 
coupled to ABI I53O kW alternators operated by the Van Cement Co.,Van Turkey 
Sets No 1 and 3.    Please check suitability of parts and revise part Nos.  ac- 
cordingly. 
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Copy for Ruston Diesels  Ltd. 
Vulcan Works 
Newton-Le-Wi1lows 
Merseyside  WA12 8RU.  England 

Attention: 
Mr.  J.P. McGarvie 
Service Manager (industrial) 

Messrc, 
Holset  Engineering Co.  Ltd. 
P.O.   Box A9 Turnbridge 
Iluddersfield HD1   6FD. 
England 

Attention:    Mr.  M.   Smyth 
Technical  Service  Engineer 
Damper and Transmission 
Division 

Van, 

Dear Sirs, 

Re:    Ruston 9ATC engines  with Holset torsional vibration dampers at   Van Cement 
Works,  Turkey 

We wish to refer to our  letter of 11  Au^st   1976,  ref.   12/11/63. 

As recommended in your letter MS/PG of 29 June 1976, we have decided to have 
the two dampers overhauled at your Works and they are now being prepared for 
shipment to England from the Van Cement Plant. 

Please arrange for jaro forma invoices covering the costs for this job,   in order 
to start the procedure for payment. 

As requested, we hereby confirm the following data for your service records: 

Damper No.   116352 hours  32319 Engine No.  5479/06OO/l   Set No.   1 

Damper No.   116351 hours  30538 Engine No.  5479/060O/l   Set No.  3. 

We are meantime ordering two new vibration dampers from Messrs.  Ruston Diesels 
Ltd.,  bringing the total up to three in order to fit  them onto the 3 Ruston 
engines at  the Van power station. 

The overhauled dampers will be kept in stock for service exchange. 

The damper currently fitted on Engine No.  5479/0600/2,   Set No.  2 will also be 
sent to you for overhaul as soon as possible. 

We would appreciate it very much if we could receive your prompt attention on 
this matter. 

Yours faithfully. 

I 
I 
I 
(I 
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Parts to be kept in stock 
(approximate sly 3 years' operation) 

Exchange ma. jor components for ba 

Part No. 

jk-up and overhauls 

Quantity Item Description Remarks 
1 AT-10040 Cylinder head assembly 

complete with rocker 
3 

2 AT-12241A/2 Sleeve cylinder  liner 9 
3 AT-12242 Joint   liner sleeve  to 

cylinder block 
9 

4 AT-12311D/1 Liner 9 
5 9AT 13611B Sump 1 All three 

sumps 
cracked 
and welded 

6 ATC-I4OIOD Piston assembly 9 
7 AT-I4OI2/B/I Gudgeon pin 9 
3 AT-14100B Connecting rod assembly 

9 AT-I5OI7 Sprocket,  camshaft 1 
10 AT-17012 Sprocket,  crankshaft 1 
11 9ATM-I72IO Vibration damper 3 Use over- 

hauled 
dampers 
back from 
Holset 

12 FA2T-2000D Fuel pump,  complete 3 
13 PA2T-20080 Fuel pump tappet 

assembly 
3 

14 11000-01A Governor base complete 
IIO2/2G/I5ABAC 

1 

15 11000 14A Solenoid shutdown 
assembly 

1 

16 11000  16A Speed control gear, 
motorized complete 
assembly 

1 

17 AT-21217A Gearwhee1 1 
18 AT-21218A Gearwheel,   intermediate 1 

19 AT-21215A Bevel gear 1 
20 AT-21219 Spindle,   intermediate and 

bevel gear 
1 

21 O247OI Plugging,   intermediate 
and bevel gear 

1 
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Item 

22 

Part No. 

029/30 

Description                       Quantity 

Brush,   spindle                        1 

23 AT-2121  3A Drive shaft 1 

24 AT-21216 Bevel gear,  drive 
shaft 

1 

25 029746 Brush,  drive shaft 1 
26 PA2T/B-230O3A Injector,  complete 3 
21 9ATC-30020B Oil pump,  varley 

DHI50-STD ROT» 
3 

28 AT-305IIA Body,  camshaft  lubri- 
cating oil pump 

3 

29 AT-305I2A End cover,  camshaft 
lubricating oil pump 

3 

30 AT-30513A Rotor,  driver, cam- 
shaft  lubricating oil 
pump 

3 

31 AT-305I4B Rotor,  driven camshaft 
libri eating oil pump 

3 

32 AT-3O5I5A Sprocket,  camshaft 
lubricating oil pump 

3 

33 AT-3O525A Chain,  camshaft 
lubricating oil pump 
No. IIO46 

3 

34 AT-37OIO Filter,  glacier CP218 6 

35 6I/87OO6O7 Turbocharger napier 
NS300 

1 

36 6I/87OO8OO3 Bellows  expansion piece 3 

37 9AT-51000 Air starter distributor 
assembly 

1 

38 VEB-77532 Pressure gauge, camshaft 
lubricating oil 

3 

39 VEB-77512/1 Pressure gauge, engine 
oil 

3 

40 VEB-77513/1 Pressure gauge, air 
boost 

3 

41 VBB-77522 Pressure gauge, fuel 3 
42 6I/77OOIO27 Exhaust pyrometer 3 

43 APO-77OIIA Thermocouple assembly 12 

44 APC-77OIIB Thermocouple assembly 6 

Remarks 
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1                  Item Part No. Description                    Quantity Remarks 

45 APC-77011C Thermocouple assembly 6 

1                   46 APC-77011D Thermocouple assembly 3 

47 APC-77011E Thermocouple assembly 12 

1                  43 3613 Casing,  turbine inlet 
napier M3300 

1 

•                  49 Order by 
title 

Nozzle blades and ring 1 

50 3579 Bearing housing 1 

1                  51 
9ATC-46122A Bellows expansion 

joint P.C.  entry 
1 

I                  52 9ATC-46062 Joint-be Hows 
expansion joint to 
P.C. 

9 

1                  53 3585 Resilient  bearing 3 

1                  54 3130 Ring nut 3 

55 31053 Retaining plate 

1                  56 3168/1 Cover plate 

«                        57 3615 CaBing-turbine 
outlet 

I                  58 3606 Plate seal 

I                  39 Order by 
title 

Diffuser 

60 3577 Shroud,   cooling 

1                    61 310272 Casing,   compressor 
outlet,  complete 

62 3601 Brush-oil seal 3 

1                    63 
3594 Bearing,   resilient, 

assembly 
3 

|                   64 3130 Ring nut 3 
•                   65 31052 Plate retaining 1 

-                    66 Order by 
title 

Rotor assembly, 
complete 

1 

67 3616 Ball Bearing 6 

1                    63 63310 Tubestaclc,   intercooler 1 
1                   69 6I/42OOIOO5 Water pump,  complete 3 Part number to 

be checked 

1                   70 I8AT-42059 Coupling, driven half 3 

71 ATX-30046A Couping,  centre 3 
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Item  Part No. 

12 

73 

74 

75 

Note: 

APC-31323B 

61/5 440003 

61/5Ì440073 

61/5Í440013 

76   6I/535OIO27 

77   ATM-66223 

OI7642 

Description Quantity Remarks 

Couping, driver half 3 

Switch, camshaft lubrica- 3 
ting oil pressure 

Switch, water temperature 3 

Switch, lubricating oil 3 
pressure 

Emergency shutdown solenoid,   3 
24 V 

Micro-switch, overspeed 3 
indication 

Indicator cock-maihak 9 
indicator 

Jockey sprocket 6 

Brush, steel, jockey ß 
sprocket 

Pin, jockey sprocket 6 

Fulcrum piece, chain ad- 1 
justing frame 

Brush, fulcrum pin 6 

Brush, fulcrum pin 6 

Cam, fuel pump 3 

Cam, inlet and exhaust 3 

The list is tentative and should be modified according to past 
experience of parts flow. 

Quantities should be checked against stock before purchasing order is 
issued. 

Stock items, piping, wiring, joints and seals have not been considered. 
They should be added after considering existing stock. 

A similar list should be established for generator, exciter, wiring 
and switchboard electrical and mechanical parts. 

Components related to engine installation (air cleaner, fuel and water 
tanks, water-cooling system, fuel-heating equipment etc.) have not 
been considered in the list« 

Initial stock should be replenished by regular stock purchase orders. 
Three or more times per year according to the desired inventory level 
and supplier lead time. 

The components used for exchange should be replaced by salvaged ones 
overhauled with wear parts. 

79 AT-I5213B 

30 AT-I524IC 

01 AT-15214c 

32 AT-15228 

33 O2976O 

34 O29758 

35 AT-15016B 

86 ATX-15015c 

I 

I 
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Maint enance wear parts 

Item Part No. Description 

1 AT-IOOI7/I Valve seat 

2 AT-1001 ÎB Valve guide 

3 AT-10015 Tube, injector 

4 AT-10019 Joint ring,   cylinder 
head to liner 

Quantity        Remarks 

200 

200 

50 

50 

Quantities  based 
on (6)   x  10,000 h 
Complot*-   top over- 
hauls  less   10$ 
approximately   for 
all   i terns 

5 036732 

6 AT-IOO63 

Joint ring, water outlet   50 

Corrosion piece 100 

7 

\ 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

13 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

AT-103IIC 

AT-IO346 

AT-10313 

AT 10312 

VBB-1117 

AT-10314 

AT-10227A 

AT-10229A 

AT-1027 I/I 

VK-841/2 

AT-10035c 

AT-1O243/I 

AT-10215 

AT-1O257/I 

AT-IO258A 

AT-10233 

O29772 

AT-10327A 

VEB-IO34I 

9AT-12124 

rtems 1 -25 
cylinder head 
.-'roup 

Valve inlet 100 

Nimonic steel exhaust 100 

Valve spring, outer 100 Reduce J quantity 
( 50£) 

Valve spring, inner 100 Reduced quantity 

Split cotter 200 

Collar, valve spring 100 

Bridge piece 100 

Adjusting screw 100 

Stem, bridge piece 100 

Spring, bridge 
guide 

piece 50 

Guide, bridge piece 100 

Pulcrum, rocke r lever 50 

Distance piece , rocker 50 
lever 

Roller, rocker lever 100 

Pin, rocker lever roller 100 

Brush, rocker lever roller 100 

Brush, rocker 1 ever fulcrum 100 

CAD, exhaust valve 100 

Spring clip, e 
valve 

xhaust 100 

Joint, cylinder block 
to crankcase 

12 Crankcase and 
bearing ¿rrouo. 

I items 26-30 
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ABSTRACT 

At the request of the Government of Turkey to the United Nations 

Development  Programme (UNDP),    an expert  in maintenance and repair of diesel 

engines was sent on a one-morrth      mission to analyse problems occurring at 

the diesel electric power station of the Van Cement Plant  in Van,  East Turkey, 

The mission was part of the over-all project "Cement Development and Research 

Centre" (DP/TUR/72/03) that the United Nations Industrial Development 

Organization (UNIDO) is carrying out as exocuting agency for UNDP.    The mission 

began on 29  September and ended on 28 October 1976.    The expert was attached 

to the Cement Development and Research Centre. 

The expert found that the problems originated in a combination of 

difficult operating conditions, overloading,  insufficient supply of spare 

parts,  incorrect maintenance procedures and lack of trained personnel. 

On the basis of his findings,  he recommended further UNIDO assistance,  to 

include: 

Fellowships for local engineers 

A mission of associate experts on diesel engine operation to assist in 
carrying out the recommendations 

A follow-up mission of a senior diesel expert 

A mission of a senior electrical expert to advise on power generation 

During the mission the expert also visited two cement plants and advised on 

maintenance and on mechanioal problems. 
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Item Part No. Description Quantity Remarks 

27 AT-13013 Joint,  end cover to 
crankcase 

12 

23 AT-13014/1 Oil catcher 12 

29 AT-17811C Main bearing 50 

30 AT-17813 Thrust facing 
main bearing 

130 

31 AT-12312 Joint ring,   cylinder 
liner sleeve 

150 Cylinder block and 
liners,  items 
31-35 

32 AT-12229 Joint ring,   cylinder 
block to cylinder head 

40 

33 029405 Joint 5 

34 VEBM8129 Corrosion piece 15 

35 AT-12242 Joint liner sleeve 40 

36 9AT-13621 Joint,  sump side 10 Sump,   items 36-37 

37 AT13622 Joint, sump end 10 

38 ATC-I4OIOD Piston assembly 27 Reduced quantity 
(5056) 

39 5OO94O Circlip, gudgeon pin 100 

40 AT-14356 Spacer stud, gudgeon 
pin end plate 

50 

41 AT-I4012B/I dudgeon pin 27 Reduced quantity 
(50JÉ) 

42 AT-I4014A Bid plate,  gudgeon pin 100 

43 036738 "0" ring, gudgeon pin 
end plate 

100 

44 AT-I4OI7A/1 Piston ring,  square 
edged compression 

100 Pistons and connec 
ting rods,  items 
38-51 

45 AT-14042 Piston ring,   internal 
stepped scrapper 

50 

46 504172 Piston ring,  scraper 100 

47 AT-14115 3.0. brush, connecting rod 50 

48 AT-14114C L.E. bearing (pairs) 50 

49 AT-14112A Bolt, connecting rod, 
long 

50 Reduced 
(50*) 

quantity 

50 AT-14123A/1 Bolt, connecting rod, 
short 

50 Reduced 
(50*) 

quantity 

51 026306 Nut 100 Reduced 
(50*) 

quantity 
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1                 Item 

[                   52 

Part No. Description                              Quantity 

Bearing shell, top                        50 

Remarks 

AT-16019/1 Camshaft and 
drive parts, 
items 52-58 

1                   53 AT-16021 Bearing shell,  bottom 50 

*                54 AT-16022A Bearing shell,  free end 10 

1                 55 AT-16023 Bearing shell,  drive end 10 

1                 56 AT-16014A Housing,   bearing,  bottom 50 

57 AT-16012A Housing,   bearing,  top 50 

1                 58 AT-15257 Reynolds chain - 144 
pitches x 1.5"P 

3 Reduced quantity 
(5<*) 

1 |                 59 
1                   60 

AT-17031 

I6AT-I7O3I 

Oil thrower,  flywheel end 

Oil thrower 

5 

5 

Crankshaft parts, 
items 59-60 

1                   61 AT-13332 Spacer-jockey sprocket 
spindle. 

10 Auxiliary chain 
drive parts, 
items 61-67 

Ì                   62 AT-18324A Brush,   /jockey sDinrll»1 

spindle 
10 

63 AT-18322A Jockey sprocket,   large 5 
I                  64 AT-18321A Jockey sprocket, small 5 

65 AT-18334 Chain-No.   II4044 5 
I                   66 AT-183158/1 Drive sprocket (two pumpa) 5 
'                   67 O2977O Brush, drive sprocket 10 

I                  68 PA2T-2001O Plunger and guide assembly 90 Fuel pump parts, 
items 68-89; 
overhaul every 
5,000-6,000 hours 

69 036733 "0" ring seal 180 

70 O55OO4 Piston ring 90 

71 FA2T-2002OA Constant pressure 
unloading valve assembly 

90 

72 PA2T-20048 Spring collar, top 90 

73 PA2T-20063 Outer spring 90 

74 PA2T-20064 Inner spring 90 

75 PA2T-20047 Spring collar, bottom 90 

76 PA2T-201O4 Tappet,  push rod 90 

77 PA2T-20065 Plunger operating pinion 40 Reduced juantity 
(50) 

78 HR4-55O87 Craylock seal 180 
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tem Part No. 

79 036722 

80 FA2T-20066 

81 PA2T-20093 

82 P66-00197 

83 FA2T-20107P 

34 PA2T-20074P 

85 FA2T-20067P 

86 FAO-20062P 

87 FAO-20045P 

88 FA2T-20046 

89 FAO-20106P 

90 AT-22035AD 

91 AT-220230 

92 AT-22346B/1 

93 AT-22729/I 

94 6VM-236I 

95 AT-2273I/I 

96 F65-OO25IR 

97 FAT-23011B 

98 FAT-23015A 

99 VLB-O7I8 

100 VLB-974 

101 FYH-23025 

102 ITH-23024 

103 FAT-23070 

Description 

"0" ring seal 

Operating rack 

Spring 

Spring 

Push rod guide 

Tappet guide 

Tappet block 

Pin,  tappet  roller 

Brush,  tappet roller 

Roller,  tappet 

Nu-lip seal 

Pipe  injector overflow 

Fuel injector pipe, 
pump  injector 

Flexible pipe,  fuel pumps 

Pipe,   free  end cover 
to fuel pump 

Washer 

Pipe,   flexible,  filter to 
filter cover 

Needle and nozzle assembly    100 

Injector body 

Push rod 

Spring stop 

Injector spring 

Joint, overflow connexion 

Overflow connexion 

Edge filter assembly 

Quantity Remarks 

1S0 

40 Reduced quantity 
(50*) 

40 Reduced quantity 
(50*) 

90 

40 Reduced  quantity 
(505t) 

180 

90 

90 

90 

90 

90 

50 Fuel oil pipes, 
items 90-95 

50 

90 

5 

50 

5 

f    100 

10 

Injector parts, 
items 96-104; 
overhaul every 
5,000-6,000 
hours ;    in- 
jector body 
reduced 
quantity ( 10^) 

100 

200 

100 

100 

50 Reduced quantity 
(505É) 

50 Reduced quantity 
;5<*) 
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Item Part No. 

104 FA-23012 

105 C6323I59 

106 C6445O54 

107 E66833 

103 DL-63158O5 

109 G62622/67 

110 C62622/42 

111 5362/1 

112 5362/6 

113 5362/8 

114 5362/11 

115 5362/12H 

116 5362/13B 

117 5362/13A 

118 5662/15 

119 5362/16H1 

120 5362/19 

121 5362/20 

122 5362/21 

123 5362/29 

124 5362/17 

125 3PO-327 

126 SKF-63O8 

127 SC-50533 

123 26600Z 

129 O29735 

130 AT-3IIOOE 

Description Quantity 

Joint,   injector to 
cylinder head 

100 

Element  cartridge 
6I/24OO2O4O 

120 

Rin¿; joint 120 

Body 3 

Plug valve 3 

"0" ring seal 10 

"0" ring seal 10 

Body,  oil  pump 3 

Rotor,  oil pump 6 

Spring guide,   bypass 3 

Sprin? bypass 3 

Valve,   bypass 3 

Bearing disc 12 

Bearing housing 9 

Mainshaft 3 

Idler shaft 3 

Outer race (Torrington 12 
HJ) 

Inner race (Torrington 12 
IR) 

Oil seal,   seatrist 3 

"0" ring 3 

Thrust,  washer 3 

Shaft 3 

Bearing 6 

F linger 3 

Seal assembly 3 

Brush rotor camshaft 12 
lubricating oil pump 

Lubricating oil relief 3 
valve assembly 

Remarks 

Fuel oil  filter 
parts,   items 
IO5-IIO 

Reduced quantity 
(10*) 

Reduced quantity 
(10*) 

Lubricating 
oil pumps and 
water pump 
parts,   items 
111-130; 
reduced 
quantity (50$) 
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Item       Part No. 

131 D64OOI69 

132 C633162 

Description Quantity 

Filter element assembly 12 

Element cartridge 60 

Remarks 

Camshaft 
lubricating 
oil filter 
and main 
lubricating 
oil filter, 
items  131-132 

133 9AT-51COO 

134 AT-51032A 

135 VEB-3358 

136 3578 

137 3585 

138 31053 

139 3227 

140 31051 

141 3347/1 

142 3579 

143 Order by title 

144 3606 

145 3601 

146 3594 

147 31052 

148 31050 

149 3227 

150 31067/1 

Air starter distributor 
assembly 

Distributor valve 

Distributor bush 6 

Brush, turbine inlet casing     6 

Resilient bearing group 6 
assembly 

Cover oil pump 6 

Cover oil pump 6 

Plate oil collector 6 

Cover plate,  turbine end 6 

Bearing housing 6 

Diffuser 3 

Plate seal 6 

Brush, oil seal 6 

Bearing resilient assembly       6 

Plate retaining 6 

Plate oil collector 6 

Cover oil pump 6 

Plate cover,  complete 3 

Air starter 
parts,   items 
131-135 

Assembly 
reduced 
quantity 
(503t) 

Pressure 
charger 
parts,items 
136-171 

Overhaul 
every 8OOO 
hours 

Quantity 
reduced 
5$ 

Quantity 
reduced 
505C 

Quantity 
reduced 
50* 
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Item Part No. 

151 3329 

152 3616 

153 3331 

154 3646 

155 3648 

156 3071 

157 3068 

158 3069 

159 3599 

160 3564 

161 3653 

162 3655 

163 3553/1 

164 3652 

I65 3651 

166 3650 

167 3649 

168 3647 

169 3645 

170 3709 

171 61/77102005 

172 61/20701094 

173 AT74200A 

174 4OO67 

175 IO96X 

176 1132 

177 1183 

Description Quantity Remarks 

Disc,   oil pump 6 

Ball bearing 10 

Ring restrictor 6 

Distance piece 6 

Oil seal 6 

Balancing washer 6 

Ring nut 6 

Lockwasher, ring nut 6 

Washer,  turbine adj.and 6 
rotor balancing 

Cone locating,  rear 6 

Brush—cone, rear 6 

Brush,   split, rear 6 

Impeller 3 Reduced quantity 
50jt 

Brush,   split, front 6 

Brush,   cone, front 6 

Cone,   locating,  front 6 

Washer-impeller adj. 6 

Oil seal 6 

Distance piece 6 

Shaft,   subassembly 3 Reducei quantity 
505t 

Thermometer,   intercooler 3 

Fuel pressure pump varley 3 

Crankshaft lifting gear 1 

Thermostatic valve amot 3 

Thermostat element assembly 6 

Thermostat sleeve 6 

Thermostat "0" ring 18 

Reduced  quantity 
5$ 

Reduced quantity 
50)t 

Tool 

Accessory items 
172- 

Notet    When ordering please specify: 

Stock of spare parts for engines type 9ATC Serial Nos. 5479/O6OO/I, /2, 
/3 coupled to ABI 1530 kW alternators, operated by the Van Cement Co. ;   Van 
Turkey.  Order No. 54/680028-30.    Please check suitability of parts and revise 
part No. accordingly. 
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Annex III 

DEUTZ ENGINES 

PEUTZ BV8M-545 Engines Serial NOB. 4530756/.757; 
parts to be kept  in stock for approximately 3 years' operation 

(Exchange major components and maintenance wear parts) 
(2 x 3 x 6,000 hours) 

Item Part   No 

1 01-11 4 
2 01-115 
3 04-3 5 
4 01-86 
5 05-4 
5 05-2 
7 05-3 
8 05-5 
9 05-21 

10 05-3 
11 05-1 
1? C5-21 
13 05-2? 
1<'- 05-7 
15 C7-3 
15 07-4 
17 07-5 
13 07-7 
19 07-8 
20 08-2 
21 08-? 8 
2? 03-73 
?3 C3-49 
24 03-54 
25 03-60 

26 C8-59 
27 09-31 
?" 09-37 
29 OS-3 "• 
3A' 09-39 
31 • 09-41 
32 09-42 
33 09-46 
3- 09-47 
35 09 -¿8 
35 09-49 
37 "•9-5" 
•> " :9-3? 
39 10-31 
4"' V-32 

Description Quantity Remarks 

OB^RI  LAGER33r!ALS 50 
UNT?P.i  LAGE330;L\LS 60 
LAGER31J5CH3E 2 
LAG3R3UECH3E 2 
ZYLIND2RLAUFBUECH3B 8 
DICHTÜTTGSHII.'G, KUPFER 40 
RUNDGUÍÍMIRIITG 3700xi 40 
RUÎÏDGUMMIRINO 3500x3 90 
K0LB??i   3?O0 20 
INircir-SICHSTIUITGoP.lîTG  130x1 90 
K0L3EÎÎ30L3EN 20 
02LA33TR"2I?PI?TG 320/1 40 
KCLB^ÍRIIÍG   320fí 150 
03LA3ST33I73:r-!LI? "ÎTÎTNG 3200         40 
03232 LAGZR3CHAI3 40 
UNT^RZLAGERSCHALE 40 
KOLBEHBOLSENBUECHSE 20 
ESOIIENMíJTTEl KIT ÌIALS W42xl/8 8 
PIEUEL3?A:íGENSCKPATJ3E W42xl/8       3 
ZYLINDERXOPF KOMPL. 2 
PTJEHP.UITG33UCHSE 40 
IITDISÏERVENTTL 24 
RUKDGUMMIRIÏÏG 250x6 40 
THERMOMETER BE-H  780 40 
ASBEST-GRAPHIT-T^ronC B4xfx       40 

P.UÎTDGUMMIRING 180x6 40 
UÎIGSIP.           EIN3PRIT2VENTIL 15 
SSHRAUBrNTEDER 16 
CUE3HSE MIT BRENNSTOFF NADEL       40 
DI3KTP.I::G A 36 x 44 ">       40 
DUESE 40 
FSDERTELLE3 16 
S3HEI3E 0.1  MM DI37. 30 
33H2IBE 0,2 M«  313" 30 
3CHEI3E 0.5 KM Dir: 10 
DP.UC"<33K?J\U3E 15 
uirî?Ri;;o A 10 X I •- 40 
SCrOAnSTUT^TN 8 
A::iu\337âî:TiL 4 
TEiiriLSPIÎÏDEL 4 

"¿EAIÏÏ BEARINGS 

G^AR TRAIÏÏ 

LIÎTCR 

"ISTOff 

C0IÍN.R0D 

CYLA HSAD 

INJSCTOB 

AIH STARTETG 7AL7S 
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Item      Part No. Description                                         Quantity Remarks 

¿1           1 10-33 FEQERTELLER T 

42 10-3 4 SCHRAUBE?; FED"? 
43 10-49 K0L3EÎÏRIÎTG   52  x 2,5 2d 

¿4 11-3 VENTILKEGEL  FIT: EINLASSVENTIL 4^- IÍÍTAKE AÎÎD EXP 
45 11-4 VTCITILAEG^L  FÜR  AUJLASSTOTIL 40 VALVE 
45 11-5 FUTHÏÏDTÎGS3UGH3E 30 
47 11-7 SCHRAU3EK7EDE?. 30 
43 11-9 FEDERTELLER 30 
49 11-9 INNEÌT-SICH^RRUITC-SREIG 50x2 20 
50 11-10 GETEILTER KLEMMSEGEL 30 
51 12-9 R0LLENHE3EL 8 ROCKER LAVER  ; 

PUSH RODS 
52 12-10 DBCESL 4 
53 12-11 3LA!JEE?.STELLRi:iG 335 32 
54 12-1? BRUCÏPFANNE 15 
55 12-13 DRÜCKSCHRAUBE  M 18 x 1,5 3? 
56 12-14 SECHSKANTMUTTER M 18x1,5 32 
57 12-17 KUGELKOPF 32 
56 12-13 KUGELPFANME 32 
59 12-19 SP3IÎTGRIÎÏG 32 
jT l?-2~ SCHWIî:G:îBBET; FUER AU51ASS i 

-:i | 9_T^ BOLZEN -r 

J< 12-2 4 SCHWIÎÎGHS3SL   PUER  ZTNLAS3 ,» 

33 12-2 5 SCHEIBE 8 
64 12-25 AUSSSTi-SISKSRUTTS-SRHIG 45X1 ,75 15 
65 12-27 LAGERBUCHSE 16 
55 12-28 RIÜÍDGUMMIRIÍIG  40,d x 4 32 
•57 12-30 ACIÍS3 .8 
53 12-32 3UCH3E 3 
59 12-33 BUCHSE 3 
7D 12-35 NOCKEIÍROLLE 15 
71 12-37 BOLZEN 15 
72 12-32 AU53EN-3ICHERUNG3RinG 20x1.2 32 
73 12-39 DRUCKPFANIT^ 15 
7i 12-41 DRUCKSTUCK 16 
75 12-42 3T0333TAIÍGE 8 
75 H-5 ZYLDÎDEROELER  FUER 8 SYL. 1 LIMER LUBRICA' 
77 U-13 STOPFBUCHSE 4 
73 14-1 4 MITÎÏEÏTMBR 11 
79 14-22 FU7HRUNG 1 
3^ 14-4 3 5CHRAUBEN7BDEP. 2 
81 14-¿5 ST0E333L 2 
3? i ;-4S EXZEÌTTE?. 2 
23 1--47 GE1IÄUSS 1 
84        i 38-3' VENTILSITZ 40 
85        < 38-4 3 ZITíKSTUECK 16 
86 

A2TD 

.ft 
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Item  Part No. Description Quantity Remarks 

87 
38 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
95 
97 
93 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
105 
107 
103 
109 
110 
111 
11? 
113 
114 
115 
115 
117 
113 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 

12-;. 
125 
125 
127 
128 
129 
13" 

15-59 
15-50 
15-51 
15-54 
16-65 
15-65 
0117- 
0117- 
0117- 
0117- 
0117- 
0117- 
0117- 
0117- 
0117- 
0117- 
0117- 
0117- 
0117- 
0117- 
0117- 
0117- 
0117- 
0117- 
0117- 
0117- 
0117- 
0117- 
0120- 
0120- 
0120- 
oi ac- 
ci 20 
012O 
0117 
0117 

-293 
-295 
-15 
-13 
-19 
-20 
-23 
-27 
-23 
-45 
-4S 
-47 
-141 
-155 
-219 
-220 
-275 
-278 
-279 
-301 
-53 
-51 
-3-2 
-3-27 
-3-106 
-3-119 
-3-138 

•3-141 
-208 
-209 

18-2 

18-5 
13-7 
18-8 
19-13 
19-9 
19-23 

S0H2I3EITFEDE?  8x13 
SSCK3ZANT-DEHNSCHRAUBE M121 
3C?rSI33 
S!:CH3&\NT-3EHNSCH?.AÜ3E moxì 
SCÎH3I3E 
SSCHSEAHT-MUTTBP. K20z1f5 
3INSPRITZPUKPÎ  8  ZYL. LINTS" 
R0LLEN3OLZEN MIT  STOPFEN 
ZYLINDTIOLLTLAG"!?. 
FÎND'SLROLLTNLAG*?!  21   313 
ABSTAKDROHR 
SICHERUNGSRING  55 x 2.5 
AUSGLlICHRIíTO 
A3DICH2RIÎ7G A 
R0LL5N3UE0H3H 
FSDSRITSLL^R 
SCT-ÏÏUU3ENFED1SR 
FEDERTELLER 
OLS0HMIER?UM?E 
UEBERDRUCTTENTI L 
SSHT.IIEP.OEFILTEREINSATZ 
DECKSLDICHTüHC- 
SIEB?IL?ER 
KOCPIEITROLLE 
BOLZEN 
5IX3TECKELEMENT LM 
AU30LEI0HSCHEI3E 0.25 MM 

i6 
16 
16 
16 
10 
48 

1 
16 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

15 
15 
16 
15 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

15 
3 
8 

FUEL FÜMP DRIVE 

DEUCE3CHRAU33 
A:;TRIE3 FUR I OA??3TOF?-FöRD.P. 2 
lOlAFTSTOFF-FÖRDERPÜMPS 2 
3AÜG-UND DRUOÎ-: VENTIL 10 
VORPUMPE 2 
ZAHNRAD MIT WELLE 2 
ZAHNRAD MIT WELLE 2 
RUNDGUMWIRING 40 
RUNDGUMMIRINC- 40 
DRUOnLUFT-ANLASSSTEUERUNG | ZYL. 

BUCHSE 
FEDERRING 
3CHRAU3ENFEDER 
RCIiP.BUENDEL 
RUNDC-UWIRING  1800x8 
EUNDGUMKIP.ING 220x4 

INJECTION PUMP AJTD 
FUEL LIFT PUMP 

1 AIR STAHTIÜG 
DISTRIBUTOR 

8 
8 
8 
1 OIL COOLER 

16 
3 
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Item      Part No. Description 

131 21-35 
132 21-39 
133 21-41 
134 21-44 
135 21-45 
135 22-43 

137 22-1 
138 22-10 
139 22-51 
140 22-54 
141 22-55 
142 22-70 

143 22-71 
144 22-25 
145 22-92 
145 22-105 
U7 22-107 
143 22-103 
149 22-114 
150 51-9 
151 51-25 
15? 51-51 
153 51-53 
154 51-57 
155 51-53 
155 51-59 
157 51-SC 
153 52-1 
159 52-19 
160 52-20 
151 52-23 
152 52-24 
153 52+37 
154 52-33 
155 52-39 
155 52-?9 
157 52-15 
150 52-53 
169 52-55 
170 52-57 
171 52-11? 
17? 55-1 
17} 55-2 
17' 55-4 
175 55-6 

Quantity Remarks 

2CL\??STO?F-D0PP~LFILT3R 
FILTEREINSATZ 
UE3SR3TR03WEXTIL 
AN30HLU3SSTÜICK 
H0HL33HRAU3": AI3 
RUECZSCnLAGITTNTIL 

1 
40 

2 
T 

4 
1 

MISCH HAHW 1 
RUIIDGUMMIRING 18x0.4 4 
SCHMIEROEL-DOPPELFILTER 1 
XüSSER^R SIE3KÖRPER F.3CHM. 36 
INNERER SIEBXSRPER FÖR SOUTIER.36 

5x7x, 
5oo 

ASBEST-GRAPHTT-PAOTOJNG 3 

GRUNDRING 

9LDRUCEHEGULIERVEHTIL 
ROHRLEITUNG 
ZYLINDERS0HRAÜ3E AM5x8 
FEDERRING D6 
SCHMIERÖL-DF.USOAECHTER 
V7ARNANLA GE -EN DUMSCKALTBF. 
ANTRIEBSLAGER 
3CHET3E 
EüPPLUNGoFLANSCH 
03SR3  LAGERSSHALE 
ÜRUCERINGHAE LFTE 
C3SRE  LAGERSCHALE 
UNTERE  LAGEE3CHALE 
UNTERE  LAGERSCHALE 
DREHZAHL-REGLER 
SCHEI3E 
REIBSCHEIBE 
RILLENXUGELLAGER 6310 
REIBSCHEIBE 
SCHTUNGÏORPER 
DRUCKSTUECK 
FEDERTELLER 
AZIAL-RILLENKUGELLAGER  51405 
ZYLIN3ERRÖLLENLAGER NL45 
ROLLENZUGfcLLAGER  5303 
DRUCETBIira 
3UCH3E 
A33TELL-Hü3MAGN ET 

ZAHTRAD-EINFACTTPUHPE 
AITTRIE33WELLE 

LAGERBüCHSE 

LAGEREIN3ATS 

2 
1 

1 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

14 
f 

2 
14 

2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

VUP-LEX  FÜ5L 
FILTERS 

OIL  SYSTEM 
AtfD 3WITCHÄS3 

CAÜSHAPT 

SPITED 
OOVEKVOR 

OIL PUT.P 

rfib 
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Item     Part No. Description Quant i t y        Remarks 

176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
103 
184 
185 

185 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
195 

197 
193 
199 
200 
2C1 
202 

203 
204 
205 
205 

207 
2C8 
2C9 
210 
211 
21? 
213 

?M 
215 
213 
217 
21^ 
219 

55-8 
55-10 
55-11 
55-12 
55-15 
55-15 
55-1-7 
58-151 
58-166 
58-167 
59-170 
53-171 
58-174 
59-181 
58-183 
58-183 
53-189 
58-190 
58-192 
58-193 
58-197 
C5-6 

C5-7 
m 59-3 
0159-5 
0159-7 
0159-U 
0159-2 5 

0159-39 
0159-;3 
0159-5-44 
59-831 

59-832 
53-50 
53-51 
53-63 
53-55 
53-75 
53-9^ 

53-95 
5 3-151 
55-1 
65-2 
55-3 
55-4 

LAGSP3UCH3E 
LAU7W3LLE 
LAG7R3U0H3E 
LAGER3Ü3HSE 
VBKTILSIKSATZ 
VEIÏTILFED"E7l 
VEBTIIKEGEL 
KUELWASSER-KRBISEL  PUMPE 
LAUTRAD 
SCHL3ISSRING 
RIIÏG 
HUTMUTTER M 1 4 x 1 . 5 
GLEITRITTG-DICHTUITG 
RUNÜPLAITSOHDICITTUÍTG 
ABDICHTRIîTG A  30 x   52 
HOCHGCHULTE^-EUGELLAGTO 6205 
'-TELLE 
SECHSKANTMUTTER îl 32 x 1,5 
RITZEL 
H0CH30HULTER-KUGBLIAGBR  6206 
DECTEL 
DICHTRING WEICHEISEH 

2 
2 
2 
n 

2 
2 
1 
2 
4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
o 

9 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

15 

EEILAOERING KUPFER 15 
3W0SLra\NT-5?2CKSC"-¡Lüc3S^. SW19 
RE-:GSCKLUeSSEL 
SBAIÏNV0RP.ICH7UNG  PftP. SCHEAUBEHF. 
V0RPUMPHEBEI 
EIîr-UTID AUSBAUY0R2ICHTUNG P. 

ROLLEND. 
3TECE3CHLUSSEL P.   FULLUHGS. 
3PANNVCRRTCHTCNG F.  EINSTECKEL. 
BIN- UND AUSBAUVQR?.I CHTUNG 
AÎT7AHRSTEUER7ENTIL 

VENTIL 
EINGSCKRAUBE R 5/8 
STECKSCHLÜSSEL 
MITÎ'EHMERSTIF? 
BUOEL 
AUSBAUVCRRICìITUTG   F. 
AU3 n;iuwV0R?.I0TÎTU 

ZYLINO. 

''EINSPRITZV. 
3ISHVORRÏC:ïTUNG F.   BUHHSE U.U. 
A7î?IftKV0?.RI0:iTUNG   P. SCH. 
SONtEGUlIGSuAWPFER  MIT KREUZ3CH. 
5C:IRAU3EK FEDER 
3CinUU3EÎTFEOE?. 
ZRKÜSSCKEIB" 

WATER 
P'JMP 

MODIFIED    PARTS 
CYLINDER LINER 

IÎTJRCTION 
PUMP TOOLS 

5TARTIÏÏG   VALVE 
CONTROL 

TOOLS 

16 
16 
o 

vm%• 
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Item     Part  No, Description Quant ity Remarks 

220 65-1C 
221 65-11 
222 65-1T 
223 65-13 
224 83-1 

225 53-23 
225 83-53 
227 85-5 
229 85-5 
229 35-e 
230 85-9 
231 35-39 
232 85-41 
233 S 5-2 9 
234 35-51 
235 35-66 
236 85-57 
237 85-82 
233 85-31 
239 85-140 
2-1C 35-2:ó 

211 35-2"i 
2-2 35-21' 
243 35-153 
2*14 35-1 v- 
245 35-3 51 
245 35-3 55 
247 35-357 
24! 35-353 
249 21—2 7 ? 
257 21-?77 
251 21-^33 
255 21-237 

RSI332LAG 1 i 
ZYLINDER!! IE?ED5x20 K¿ 
GLEITPLATTE ? 
MI?:rEH!<T7R 3 
DRSHZAKLTERSTELLUNS M.BL. ANT'*|ÇB 1 

IJR2H3TROM-H0TOR 
SITDLAGTETSCHA LTER 
AÜSPÜ??7EMPSRATUR-HS3G3TUTZü: 
EUGBLAÏJ3GLÏÏCHER HIIT733 lADER 
AUSGLEICHER  ZÎ7.DÏM  AUS»TJF7R0Ha 
AUSGLEICírEF   ZV/.AUSPUFF"   U.LABE 
VERDICrlTUNCSP.INC A140 x 4 
DICHTUNG 
DICHTUÏÏG 
DICHTCÏ7G 
Z7.13CIT,I,I?LA:y33H 
RuiiD7LA:i3:ir-Dî^:iru:;a 
DICH7ïïîTC- 

?LA:;3C!{ 

TrtSPMOJiHT'B?. 
KÀNOMETER 
RCîîTÏLEITUiTG M.   ANSCHT..?. 
M\îT0PfETE!î-A?.3P*R^*vrî?:7i:: 
RUÎI30UMMIRINO   1 80x¿ 
ROHRBUNDEL 
?ILTERK"ORB 
SPANK-VERSCHLUSS 
GELOCHTES  BLSCH 
7IL7ERWATTE 
SATZ SIN3PRITZLEITUN3EN 
BIÎÏGP?J7ZL5ITJNG WINKSL-ANSCH. 
WINKE L3 TUT ZETÏ 
D'JR "ÎHGAN GSSTUT ZEN 

1 
1 

15 
2 
T 

35 
32 
3? 

c 
' J 

1 

o 

8 
1 
1 
9 
3 

12 
2 

15 

~:L~::ï?RICAL S?
-

*;"? 
CONTROL 

7ZHAU37 :.*ANI70LD 

AI?. COOLER 

Tü?30 AIR FILTHS 

Note:    When ordering specify! 

Stock of spare parts for engines type BV8M545 Serial NOB.  4.530.756 
and 4.53O.757 coupled to Siemens VPM 49/15-14 generators (Anlage 
Urfa) with Brown-Boveri VTP320 turbochargers. 

Please check suitability of parts and revise accordingly (spare 
parts catalogue D-7758-3 Band II,  3.Augla*e and Anhang Seite 513 bis 
728) 
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Note:    The  lists are tentative and should be modified according to experience. 

Bigine installation items and electrical components have not been 
considered« 

Initial stock should be controlled regularly and purchase orders 
issued quarterly or more frequently according to the desired inventory 
level and supplied lead time. 

Updated parts catalogues should be ordered from Deutz,   in English 
language (see telex proposal below). 

Turbocharger parts and tools have not  been considered,   since stock is 
available. 

Tools for Deutz repairs are included in the order for stock. 

To Klò'ckner-Humboldt«Deutz, Federal Republic of Germany 

Dnergencj ' spares for maint enanca 

Item Part No. Description Quantity 

1 05-2 Dichtungsring, Kupfer 8 
2 05-3 Rundgummiring 3700 x 4 16 
3 05-5 Rundgummiring 3500 x 8 32 
4 06-23 Verdichtungsring 32 
5 06-22 VerdichtungBring 8 
6 06-7 Oelschlitzring 8 
7 09-31 Ungekuehltea Binspritsventil 14 
8 09-41 Due s e 16 
9 0117-301 Einsteckelement,  LH 4 

10 21-39 Filtereinsatz 4 
11 22-54 Aeusserer Siebko'rper 4 
12 22-55 Innerer Siebko'rper 4 
13 55-1 Zahnrad-Einfaohpumpe 1 
14 0117-275 Siebfilter 2 
15 0117-208 Rundgummiring 8 
16 0117-209 Rundgummiring 8 

Note:    Maintenance parts for BV8M545 Serial Nos. 4.53O.756 and 4.530.757 
coupled to Siemens VPN 490/15-I4 Anlage Urfa. 

Spare parts catalogue D 7758-3 Band II 3.    Auflage and Anhang. 

Please check if part Nos. are correct. 

1 
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Telex to 
KLÖCKNER HUMBOLDT DEUTZ AG. 
5 KÖLN - DEUTZ 1 
Post Box 440 
KUD-ABTEILUNO 

Telex No. 03/373 311 

Cable: DEUTZMOTOR KÖLN 

We opérât-  BV3M545  engines  Serial ÎJos.   4.530.756 and 4.530.757 coupled 

to  Siemens  VPM 490/IS-I4 alternators. 

Ple.-j.GG airmail  updated spare parts  list  7753-3  in English enabling 

correct  ordering - regarde 

VAN CIMENTO PABRIKASI 

VAN-TURKEY 





t 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Turkish Cement   Industry Corporation (Turkiye Cimento  Sanayii - TCS) 

plays a leading role in the cement industry in Turkey and has various plants 

throughout the country.    The rapid growth of cement production resulting from 

an ever-increasing demand experienced up to now and projected for the future 

has     led to the introduction of large,  modern plants designed and built abroad, 

most of which are being installed and started-up initially under the super- 

vision of foreign specialists. 

This expansion of capacity and technological increase have not been 

accompanied by equivalent progress in training an adequate number of local 

technicians in the most  advanced methods of use and maintenance of the facili- 

ties.     As a consequence,   production has often been undependable, and the 

installations have deteriorated when the factories have been taken over by 

local personnel. 

To  improve this situation,  the Government of Turkey requested the 

assistance of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) 

for the Turkish cement   industry. 

A comprehensive project was worked out  in co-operation with TC3, 

UNIDO is currently assisting Turkish counterparts  in establishing a cement 

research and development  centre that will have aB its primary objective the 

training of local engineers in various fields of operation, process control and 

plant maintenance and the introduction of the most modern systems and equipment. 

UNIDO is carrying out this project (DP/TUR/72/03) as executing agency for 

UNDP.      A full-time UNIDO project co-ordinator and UNIDO experts on short-term 

missions provide supporting services for the project. 

The construction of impressive facilities in the outskirts of Ankara,  which 

started in April 1976,   is now in its  last 31ages.     According to schedule,  conrtruc- 

tion is expected to be finished early in 1977t while a full-scale,  sophisticated 

range of process-control equipment is ready to be installed,  thanks to 

bilateral aid. 

The technical assistance mission to the diesel electrical power station 

at the Van Cement Plant (Van Cimento Fabrikasi Müdúrlügü) was planned as a 

supplementary field activity within the framework of the cement development 

and research centre project with the specific objective of assisting the Van 

plant to overcome a severe power shortage. 
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The Van Cement Plant  is one of the 14 factories that form the TCS Group. 

It is located in the eastern part of Turkey,  bordering on Iran.    The  region 

is a plateau,   1,700 m above sea level, with severe climatic conditions, a 

scarce population and no industrial centres.    In the heart of the region lies the 

biggest  lake in Turkey,     Road communications with the main industrial and 

commercial points have been very pocr in the past.    Ankara is over  1,200 km away. 

In the  last few years,  however,  because of the booming trade between Iran 

and western Europe,   Van has become the transit point  for most of the  shipments 

to Iran,   especially since overland container links have  been established at 

the Turkish Mediterranean ports.     Co-operation between Turkey and Iran has 

recently brought about  significant improvements in means of communications such 

as the ferry service across the Van lake connecting the terminal railway station 

of Tatvan with Van and a new railway line across the border from Van to 

Teheran,   linking Iran to Western Anatolia and the Mediterranean.    Thus, the 

prospects for the development    of  this region appear to  be good, and the demand 

for cement and capital goods has  increased significantly.    The local  cement 

production has, moreover,  a substantial potential for export to the nearby 

markets of Iran and Iraq. 

The Van plant started operations in 1969 with a planned maximum capacity 

of 65O tons/day, using the dry proceB3.    Most of the equipment was manufactured 

in the Federal Republic of Germany. 

Electric power in the region is in short supply and is not connected with 

the rest of the country.    The plant cannot,  therefore,   be supplied by the public 

network.    The Turkish Electricity Board (TEK) operated a small hydroelectric 

power plant only at  Van with a limited output,  especially during the  summer, 

when part of the water flow is diverted for irrigation. 

An independent power station was designed for the cement plant,  to be 

operated by the plant's own personnel,  and consisting originally of three diesel- 

electric power units.     Throughout the years the performance of the power station 

has deteriorated sharply with recurrent cut-offs that   lead finally to a permanent 

shortage of power. 

Additional power was therefore requested from the TEK hydroelectric plant, 

and two additional diesel-electric power units of a different make were 

installed in the power station early in 1976, while TEK transferred two 1,200 kW 

gas turbine mobile power units mounted on trailers to the cement plant. 
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The failure of one of the turbines and further troubles with the diesel 

engines have,  however,  produced an energy crisis,  and TSC requested that a 

UNIDO diesel expert be sent to assist  the Van plant engineers in planning 

corrective measures to ensure a reliable and economic power supply. 

Owing to the short duration of the mission and to the lack of spare parts 

and tooling, no practical improvements could be achieved on site apart from the 

on-the-spot training of the diesel engine operators and maintenance team. 

The problems related to the diesel engines are interconnected with those 

pertaining to the generators, the switchboard and the power lines, the factory 

load cycle, the financial and organi ustionai restrictions and with the manpower 
situation« 

During the mission the expert also visited two cement plants and advised 

on maintenance and on mechanical problems. 

n 
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I.      FINDINGS 

Description of existing facilities 

An outline of existing facilities is given below. 

Diesel-electric groups 

A.    Three Ruston ?ATC   diesel engines Serial NOB. 5479/0600/l, ~/2, -/3; 

built in 19665    reference rating,  1,200 kW at 600 rpra;    hours of operation, 
approximately 30,000 each. 

Characteristics:    nine cylinders,  four-stroke cycle,  direct  injection, pressure 

intake air charging by exhaust gas turbocharger NAPIER HP 300 and aftercooling 
with Serk heat exchanger. 

Fueling:    No. 5/6 heavy fuel, previously heated,  filtered and fed by an 
electrically driven transfer pump and pressure hot tank. 

Dual water-cooling system: raw water with external rain-type cooling tower 

and separate electrically driven centrifugal booster pump;    circulating water 

system with Serk heat exchanger and centrifugal pump with engine gear drive. 

Lubrication through gear-case-driven gear pump with dual element-type 

filters and Serk cooler in the circulating water system. Lubricant used: 

Mobil Delvac H30 MIL 12104 B.  Separate lubricating pump for camshaft. 

Camshaft driven by chain, directly activating the valve mechanism and the 

individual injection pumps.    Four-valve cylinder heads. 

Starting by compressed air. 

Controlled by flyweight hydraülio speed controller 1102-26-15ABAC of 

Regulator Europe with electrical control motor and magnetic shutdown. 

Automatic safety switches to prevent  low pressure of lubricating oil on 

engine and camshaft,  excessive cylinder-head water temperature and overspeed. 

Air Maze LP 60 oil-bath air cleaner located outside the machinery room. 

Alternator:    AEI five poles,  1,530 kW,  directly coupled with on-line external 
exciter. 

B.    Two Peuts BV8M ^   diesel engines, Serial Nos. 4.530.756 -.757,    built 

in 19665    reference rating (estimated), 9OO kW at 428 rpm;   hours of operation 
after last general overhaul,  3,500 and 70O hours. 




